
Hurley v Rising Globetrotters Sunday 29th May 2022 

 

Hurley CC 

Name How Out Bowler Runs    

Shoaib Kayani  b  Pankaj Kashyap 0    

Haider-Ali Baig hit wicket b  Anish Patwal 99    

Parvinder Hunjan ct Irfan Khan b  Inder Unsure 14    

Mubashir Nabi  b  Ketan Patel 0    

Archie Wild run out (Unsure)  89    

Ollie Rogers not out  0    

Josh Cole not out  1    

Liam Cole did not bat      

Mike Walton† did not bat      

Mo Basharat* did not bat      

Maz Nabi did not bat      

Extras b (8), lb (2), w (26), nb (2) 38  

 Total 241  

 Wickets 5   

* = Captain, † = Wicket Keeper Overs 40  

 

Bowler Overs Maidens Runs Wickets   

Pankaj Kashyap 7 1 35 1   

Kapil Chadha 7 0 50 0   

Inder Unsure 8 0 52 1   

Ketan Patel 8 0 34 1   

Mak Unsure 8 0 41 0   

Sumit Goenka 1 0 13 0   

Anish Patwal 1 0 6 1   

 

 

 

 

 



Rising Globetrotters CC 

Name How Out Bowler Runs    

Ketan Patel ct Ollie Rogers b  Mo Basharat 52    

Anish Patwal  ct & b Haider-Ali Baig 37    

Inder Unsure  b  Haider-Ali Baig 9    

Rajendra Nautiyal st Mike Walton b  Liam Cole 5    

Irfan Khan†  b  Josh Cole 29    

Pankaj Kashyap ct Shoaib Kayani b  Josh Cole 37    

Sumit Goenka ct Shoaib Kayani b  Maz Nabi 7    

Kapil Chadha* ct Mo Basharat b  Maz Nabi 4    

Sudhir Singh not out  11    

Mak Unsure not out  20    

Vaneet Bathla did not bat      

Extras b (13), lb (5), w (8) 26  

 Total 237  

 Wickets 8   

* = Captain, † = Wicket Keeper Overs 40  

 

Bowler Overs Maidens Runs Wickets   

Ollie Rogers 6 0 40 0   

Maz Nabi 6 1 25 2   

Parvinder Hunjan 6 0 40 0   

Mo Basharat 4 1 16 1   

Liam Cole 7 1 38 1   

Haider-Ali Baig 7 0 34 2   

Josh Cole 4 0 26 2   

 

Result: Hurley won by 4 runs. 

 

Hurley kept up their 100% Sunday record with a narrow victory over Rising Globetrotters in a 

thrilling match at Shepherds Lane. The heroes for Hurley were youngsters Haider-Ali Baig (99) and 

Archie Wild (89) who having helped the under 15s to victory over Peppard Stoke Row in the 

morning, carried on their good form with a 186-run partnership for the fourth wicket. The Hurley 

innings got off to an inauspicious start when Shoaib Kayani was bowled off the fourth delivery. Pav 

Hunjan struggled to get into his stride but battled away to add 51 with Baig for the second wicket 

before falling to a good catch behind the wicket off Inder. Mubashir Nabi only lasted four balls and 

failed to trouble the scorers, bringing Wild to the middle to join his young colleague. The pair batted 



sensibly until the drinks break and then set about upping the tempo. With the innings nearing its end 

it looked like a race to see who could get to treble figures first. In the end neither made it. Baig was 

very unlucky to hit his own stumps on 99 trying to turn a Patwal delivery round the corner for the 

single he needed. With only a handful of deliveries remaining, Wild was run out trying to return for a 

second run to keep the strike in an attempt to get to his century. The Hurley total of 241 for 5 looked 

a formidable one at the tea interval. 

The Globetrotters’ batsmen made their intentions clear from the start, going after the runs with 

gusto. The opening pair of Ketan Patel and Anish Patwal posted an opening partnership of 102 in 

eighteen overs. The breakthrough for Hurley came in fortunate circumstances when a leg-stump full 

toss from Mo Basharat was plucked one-handed by Ollie Rogers at backward square-leg. With the 

seamers unable to stem the flow of runs, Basharat turned to his young spinners, Baig and Liam Cole. 

They both managed to gain some control and Baig dismissed Patwal (37) with a return catch. Inder 

took the attack to Cole hitting him over Shepherds Lane into the field beyond for a maximum, but he 

soon fell to Baig who went round the wicket to bowl him behind his legs. Cole got his just reward, 

tempting Rajendra down the track and beating him the flight leaving Walton to complete the 

stumping. With the required rate rising to in excess of eight per over, Hurley looked to be on top, but 

a fifth wicket partnership of 71 in eleven overs kept the Globetrotters in the game. Maz Nabi was 

brought back and picked up the wickets of Sumit (7) and Kapil (4) before being replaced by Hunjan. 

Josh “The Incredible Sulk” Cole was trusted with the death overs from the River End and didn’t 

disappoint, having Pankaj caught at mid-wicket by Kayani and then clean bowling Irfan. With four 

overs remaining the visitors required 34 for victory with two wickets remaining. A couple of leg-

stump half volleys from Hunjan were put away by Mak to put the pressure back on the fielding side. 

With the last over to be bowled by Cole, 14 were required. He restricted the batsmen to two singles 

from the first three deliveries, the third ball was hit over long off for six by Sudir, off the next 

delivery he could only manage a single leaving Mak to try and hit a six for victory or a boundary for a 

tie. Cole fired the ball into his pads and the victory was secured for Hurley, a fitting finish to a 

thrilling day’s cricket. 


